Ticket Provision Allows Adjacent Seat at Game
Played Junior Weekend

Student Affairs, Athletic Department Offer Plan
To Alleviate Crowding at Oct. 23 Navy Game

Legal provision for University men and their dates to sit together in uncrowded conditions at the football game on October 23 during Junior Weekend has been made by the Office of Student Affairs and the Athletic Department.

Students wishing to obtain a pair of 4-seat may leave their name and student number at the Office of Student Affairs, 117 Logan Hall, before 2 p.m. on Friday.

Beginning Tuesday and Thursday of next week, the University box office at Logan Hall will issue paired seats in the same section after the tickets have been sold for the game and present the student name.

Only Additional Cost

The only additional cost will be the price of the game ticket. Tickets may be purchased at Logan Hall box office after 2 p.m. before the games.

The arrangement for paired seats was made in order to prevent overcrowding in ticket booths. Previously, there had been complaints by students since they were not able to purchase spare seats at the football games for themselves or for others. These measures are being taken to alleviate this problem.

Bueno Balairina ...

Penn Coed, Flamenco Dancer, On Bennett Program Tonight

by Edwin Lehby

"Flamenco dancing is one of the few forms of art in which one can really express oneself," explained Miss Anita DelMar, "that's why it's my favorite type of dancing."

Miss DelMar, whose attractiveness makes her a prototype of the typical Spanish senorita, is a native born Philadelphia Philadelphian.

Tonight at 8 in Bennett Lounge she will dance a program for the benefit of the University of the University.

The event is open to the public and the proceeds will be donated to the Daily Pennian.

Now 18, Miss DelMar has been learning flamenco since the age of nine. Miss DelMar, a dance form original.
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Students May Make Photo Appointments

All seniors in the College, Wharton and College of Women, must make an appointment for their Record pictures with the University Photographer before October 23. Appointments can be made between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. at the University Photographers Bureau, 3045 Woodland Avenue, Seminar House.

Senior Class photographs will be taken during the week of October 18 and students go to those who arrive first." Benner Carter, registrar-in-chief of the Record, advised.

Students Donate 29 Pints of Blood For Hemophilia

The four-year-old hemophiliac boy who is now in the University Hospital, and who has thus far been treated only by his family doctor, has received a contribution of 29 pints of blood from Pennsylvanians, medical students, and other persons. The blood is used to treat hemophiliacs, and according to hospital officials, it is doing as well as can be expected.

Hemophilia is a tendency, usually hereditary, to bleed profusely from even slight wounds.

The idea for members of the University to give blood to the bed was started by a member of the Kappa Nu fraternity. This same person gave the idea to his fraternity brothers, and Monday 13 pints of blood were given.

In a letter to the editor of The Daily Pennian, the mother of the boy expressed her "considerate gratitude" to the people who gave blood to her son even though they did not know it.

Yesterday there were two donations of blood, but several older people were turned down for various reasons. The blood bank of the University Hospital is open from 1-7 p.m. every day. Large groups who wish to give blood at the same time should make prior arrangements.

The only additional cost will be the price of the game ticket. Tickets may be purchased at Logan Hall box office after 2 p.m. before the games.

Photo Appointments may be made at the Record Office, at the time of the appointment. No appointment is necessary.

Campus Chest Queen Contestants are Presented at Annual Variety Show

Three fifteen campus and women are competing to be the title of Miss Campus Chest Queen at the carnival Friday night in the Palmen.

In addition to the Miss Campus Chest Queen, more than 1000 entries are expected at the annual Variety Show presented by the Campus Chest Board and the I-F Rushing.
First and Last Chance

Froshmen elections soon. We hope that the freshmen will be careful to vote, and care who they do vote. The class president will be one of their most important spokesmen at the University, and his election especially will be a result of a wise selection.

Around here, elections are usually financed of some sort or another. Sometimes they have no connection with the candidates, and sometimes better, we suppose, to gain control over which houses get the know-what-you-look-at-your-self campaign. There is always an apparent principle to leave the distribution of honors to the members who give the honors their meaning.

But be that as it may (And we must believe it) it is for a long while, because this is the University of the State Chas, and changes are made only every four years, and such a change never involves changing the name of a club in a tasteful pattern, preferably in plain view on the cover of the yearbook, in order to have a chance to be fair and honest in their elections.

For now, use that chance. It may be your last, but do whatever you can with it. And if you're the people we think you are, you may be doing something about subsequent elections when they come.

It's "Pennsylvania"

There is nothing more startling to tell someone who has not heard him not understanding, "Oh, yes, Penn State." And this happens frequently even within the state of Pennsylvania. The state there seems to be no one at all who has not, from some unexplainable reason, heard of Penn State.

The incredible thing about this confusion of names is that it is usually explained by people who have just told the difference between the two schools. When you say "The University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia," you might think that only a moron would translate this as "Penn State" if the first word is very far in any way possible.

There is a solution, we think, and it does not involve changing the name of a university that has been suggested. The Daily Pennsylvanian has been using it, and we recommend it to others. It is admitting that Penn State has a virtual monopoly on "Penn," and is therefore the University Pennsylvania.

Let's try, anyway.

World Views
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The conclusion that America, in the last two hundred years, has become the peculiar repository for the sentiment of Western civilization seems to be correct. This sentiment may well be a fact superficially correct. One need only point to the small admittance of the world, the theory propounds, to see the beginnings of what will be a flood of American aid to try to resuscitate the almost dead nations of Western Europe.
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Soccermen Host Swarthmore Today; Yearling Team Plays Garnet Jayvee

vanity Seeks Rebond From Princeton Defeat

After an opening game loss to Princeton on Saturday, Charlie Scott's varsity soccer team returns in action in a battle game tomorrow at Swarthmore at 3:30 p.m.

Favor Favored

However, Pennsylvania should be the heavy favorite as its loss in Princeton was big upset and only times are definitely expected of this year's team, packed with veterans headed by All-American Gabo Clark.

Problems have bordered the win this fall as a result of a bad injury and a late gap to fill at the goalie position backed up by the production of Russ Vosem and, last year's outstanding goalie, Volk Wright, a transfer from Navy filled the position against Princeton.

Won Only Once

Swarthmore was able to post its only win last season compiling a 1-5-1 slate. One of its losses was to Pennsylvania, 3-0.

Coach Devaney plans to shift his line-up around in an effort to give starting positions to players who still move up from fullback to goalie. Despite the expected replacement, Chuck Yarnall, who missed much of the season with injuries, will definitely start on the starting line.

First Team

Princeton's Joe Dillenro was one of the three "Unsung Heroes" of the week, according to the Eastern Intercollegiate Football Association, for his outstanding play against Pennsylvania. Dillenro made the fumble-preventing tackle that set up the decisive touchdown in Princeton's 3-1 victory.

Unsung Hero Honor

Pennsylvania's Fred Dustin was second of the "Unsung Heroes" nominations list. The rest of the regular lineup is coming up on successive weekends.

Eight Game Campaign

The rest of the regular lineup will come from other members of the squad who show up to advantage in the early match.

First Of Eight Games

Today's encounter will be the first of eight for the fresh boys. Swarthmore now trails Harvard, Princeton, Lehigh, Navy, Yale, Penn State, Rutgers and Northeast Catholic High School in the field. Devaney is hopeful of improving his 3-1-3 record and it remains to be seen if his abundant material can match its depth with scoring punch.

Deboy's Fresh Open Eight Game Campaign

Coach Joe Devaney's freshman soccer team opens its season this afternoon, touring to Swarthmore to oppose the Garnet junior varsity.

A squad numbering about thirty-five is engaged at the moment in battling for positions on the starting eleven. Devaney is pleased with the spirit and enthusiasm of his charges and refers to get a line on the year's prospects in today's match.

Winn Practice Game

Since the situation is still fluid with only a practice match 3-1 victory over the University Hospital under his squad's belt, Devaney was able to name only three sure starters in the Swarthmore third fifty-five is engaged at the moment in battling for positions on the starting eleven. Devaney Is pleased with the spirit and enthusiasm of his charges and refers to get a line on the year's prospects in today's match.
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This first place finisher is to be pri-

Five Penn Foes Rated in Top 12

Latest ratings of the nation's top collegiate football teams dis-

- Devaney's Fresh Open Eight Game Campaign

nothing new in the top five this week. Duke (No. 6) has already been met but the others—Army (No. 1), Penn State (10), Notre Dame (7) and Air Force (13)—are coming up on successive weekends following the George Washington game this Saturday.

What have Viceroy got that other filter tip cigarettes haven't got?

THE ANSWER IS 20,000 FILTERS IN EVERY VICEROY TIP

Inside every Viceroy tip is a vast network of 20,000 individual filters to filter your smoke over and over again. You get only two more than cigarettes without filters.

WORLD'S LARGEST-SELLING FILTER TIP CIGARETTE

New

Only a Penny or Two More than Cigarettes Without Filters
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What have Viceroy got that other filter tip cigarettes haven't got?

THE ANSWER IS 20,000 FILTERS IN EVERY VICEROY TIP

Inside every Viceroy tip is a vast network of 20,000 individual filters to filter your smoke over and over again. You get only the full, rich taste of Viceroy's choice tobaccos . . . and Vicerows draw so freely.

Yes, you get Viceroy's remarkable new tip . . . with 20,000 individual filters . . . plus king-size length for only a penny or two more than cigarettes without filters.

JUNIOR PROM
Student Reports
Western Ways
Outmoded Castes
by Nicholas Taubman
As a result of Prime Minister Nataf's recent Western diplomatic settlement, the ancient four-caste system of India is 214 years old. Its present-day form was established by Lord Patric Immanuel, an Indian graduate student from Milwaukee University medical school.

Probably the greatest influence which started the decline of the caste system was that of the English who occupied India as a colony for many years. There was not room for the caste system and the Western way of life, so a new system of stratification developed. In the British view, all incentive was destroyed by the caste system, so no matter how well one did in an occupation, he could not move up the social ladder because he was born into a certain caste.

Centuries ago there was a migration from Central Asia to what is now India. These were the people who originated the caste system, and they felt it was divinely ordained. There were four main castes: Brahmins, Kshyatriyas, Vaishyas, Sudras, and the Untouchables. The castes also served as a division of labor, each one having a specific work to do. Brahmins were the highest caste, it bore their job to act as professors, political leaders, lawyers and the upper class. The Kshyatriyas were the warriors. They did nothing but fight.

Vaishyas were the middle class who were engaged in all kinds of commercial and trade in the country. The Sudras were engaged in menial labor. Below the 4th level in the pyramid were the Untouchables who were mostly slaves. Within the groups, some groups were dominant, and the upper strata were divided into approximately one thousand sub-divisions.

One of the strictest laws was that no one could marry outside the caste. This was the basis of function of caste marriage and marriage among the castes. Thus there were virtually no interrelations among the castes. This and the low level of functions of the women and the children created a feeling of a distinct social entity. These groups were isolated and injected constant fear of the caste organization.

Debate Panel To Meet, Study "Heeling Program"

All undergraduates interested in studying for the University Debate Council are cordially invited to attend a meeting of the Debates Council on Thursday at 4 p.m. in the Smith-Robinson Room of Houston Hall.

The Panel is preparing to he held Thursday, in which the Debate Council members are chosen from among the student body. Any student, or the president of the student council or any member of the student council, or any student who is interested in the Debate Council, will direct the prospective candidacies.

The Debate Council will hold an organizational meeting Thursday at 1 p.m. in Houston Hall, and a special meeting on Friday at 1 p.m. The council will be composed of 10 members, and other organizations interested in the council will be asked to the Houston Hall.


table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freshman</th>
<th>Sophomore</th>
<th>Junior</th>
<th>Senior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Muskpat Rambler, a Dixieland jazz group, were featured at last night's Campus Chest Variety Show. All members of the group are members of University graduate schools.

Lefl to right: Dan Shane, guitar; Peter Rees, drums; Clarence Watanabe, piano; Bert Kaplowitz, trumpets, and Ellis Gordon, clarinet.

Briefs

**Band**

The University marching band will hold practice today from 4 to 6 p.m. on Mainfield Hall.

**L-P Discipline**

There will be a meeting of the University Loyalty Discipline Committee this evening at 7 p.m. at Smith-Robinson.

**Campus Chest**

World Religion Commission, in conjunction with the Campus Chest, is sponsoring a panel discussion. The featured speaker will be Walt Munford from the World Christian Commission to which the Campus Chest subscribes.

**Record**

There will be a preparative meeting of The Daily Pennsylvania at 1:15 p.m. in the Franklin Scenery Room of the Franklin Student Building. Women interested in being on the staff and who have not previously applied are encouraged to attend.

**Seaboard and Blade**

There will be a meeting of Seaboard and Blade at 7 tonight in Houston Hall, room 1. Underclassmen are required.

**OP Business Staff**

There will be a compulsory meeting of The Daily Pennsylvania staff at 9 a.m. in the Franklin Student Building.

**Daily Pennsylvania**

The senior board of the editorial and business staffs of The Daily Pennsylvania will meet at 1 p.m. in Houston Hall, room 110, to discuss compliance of the Los Angeles Student Council.